
HOMOGENEOUS HYDROSTATIC FLOWSWITH CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESYann Brenier�AbstratWe onsider the Euler equations of an inompressible homogeneousuid in a thin two-dimensional layer �1 < x < +1, 0 < z < �,with slip boundary onditions at z = 0, z = � and periodi boundaryonditions in x. After resaling the vertial variable and letting � goto zero, we get the following hydrostati limit of the Euler equations�tu+ u�xu+ w�zu+ �xp = 0; (1)�xu+ �zw = 0; �zp = 0; (2)supplemented by slip boundary onditions at z = 0 and z = 1 andperiodi boundary onditions in x. We show that the orrespondinginitial-value problem is loally, but generally not globally, solvable inthe lass of smooth solutions with stritly onvex horizontal veloitypro�les, with onstant slopes at z = 0 and z = 1.R�esum�eOn onsid�ere les �equations d'Euler d'un uide inompressible ho-mog�ene se mouvant dans une ouhe mine �1 < x < +1, 0 < z < �,glissant sur les bords z = 0, z = � et p�eriodique en x. Par hangementd'�ehelle vertiale et passage �a la limite �! 0, on arrive aux �equationshydrostatiques �tu+ u�xu+ w�zu+ �xp = 0;�xu+ �zw = 0; �zp = 0;ave onditions de glissement en z = 0 et z = 1 et p�eriodiit�e en x.Nous montrons qu'on peut r�esoudre en temps petit, mais pas globale-ment en g�en�eral, le probl�eme de Cauhy dans la lasse des solutionsr�eguli�eres dont les pro�ls de vitesse horizontale sont stritement on-vexes ave pentes onstantes en z = 0 et z = 1.�Laboratoire d'analyse num�erique, Universit�e Paris 6, Frane.1



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES1 Introdution.The Boussinesq equations of a three-dimensional inompressible invisiduid in hydrostati balane write :�tu+ (u:rx)u+ w�zu+rxp = 0: (3)rx:u+ �zw = 0; �zp+ � = 0; (4)�t�+ (u:rx)�+ w�z� = 0: (5)In these equations, (x; z) = (x1; x2; z) stands for the spae variable, x 2 R2 ,0 < z < 1 being the vertial oordinate, rx = (�x1 ; �x2) is the horizon-tal gradient, (u;w) = (u1; u2; w) stands for the veloity �eld, p(t; x; z) and�(t; x; z) are the pressure and the density �elds. Typial boundary ondi-tions are w(t; x; z) = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1 (slip boundary onditions) andspatial periodiity in x. A disussion of these equations an be found in [6℄from the Hamiltonian and non-linear stability point of view. Notie that,when the Coriolis fore is added, the so-alled primitive equations widelyused in oeanography and meteorology [10℄ (see also [2℄ and [8℄) are thenreovered. There has been apparently little interest in the literature for thesomewhat degenerate ase when the density is uniform, whih orrespondsto a homogeneous uid. Then the density an be entirely removed from theequations (sine a onstant density an be absorbed in the pressure term)and we obtain the simpler system :�tu+ (u:rx)u+ w�zu+rxp = 0: (6)rx:u+ �zw = 0; �zp = 0: (7)The resulting equations, that we all homogeneous hydrostati equations(HHE), exatly orrespond to the hydrostati model mentioned in [9℄ (h.4.6) and may play an important role in the understanding of the 3D Eu-ler equations from whih they an be formally obtained after resaling thevertial variable z as follows :u(t; x; z)! u(t; x; z=�); w(t; x; z)! �w(t; x; z=�); (8)p(t; x; z)! p(t; x; z=�);and letting � go to zero.In this paper, we mainly address the two-dimensional version (1), (2) ofthe HHEs, when the horizontal variable is one-dimensional, and introdue a2



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESpartiular lass of solutions, alled lass C solutions and de�ned as follows.We assume ((u;w)(t; x; z); p(t; x)) to be smooth funtions, say C1 in t > 0,x 2 R, and C2 in z, 1-periodi in x, for whih the horizontal veloity pro�lez ! u(t; x; z) has zero meanZ 10 u(t; x; z)dz = 0 (9)and is stritly onvex �zzu(t; x; z) > 0: (10)In addition, we assume the normal derivative of u to be onstant along bothvertial boundaries, whih leads, after normalization, to :�zu(t; x; 0) = k; �zu(t; x; 1) = k + 1; (11)for some real onstant k.The main assumption is (10) and is learly reminisent of the famousRayleigh stability riterion for stationary solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations [1℄. As a matter of fat, uniform stritly onvex pro�lesu(t; x; z) = U(z); w(t; x; z) = 0; p(t; x) = 0; (12)are trivial examples of global lass C solutions.To solve the initial-value problem, we only need to know the initial hor-izontal pro�le u(0; x; z) , that we assume to be C1 in x, C2 in z, and om-patible with lass C onditions (9), (10), (11). Our main result is :Theorem 1.1 The initial-value problem for (1), (2) is loally solvable inlass C, de�ned by (9), (10), (11). However, for a dense open set of initialonditions u(0; x; z), lass C solutions annot be global.2 Main steps of the proof.The �rst step is a semi-Lagrangian reformulation of the HHE's, where weuse a Lagrangian label a 2 [0; 1℄ instead of the vertial oordinate z. In thissetion, the horizontal variable x is not supposed to be one-dimensional. Wede�ne a Lagrangian foliation to be a family of sheets z = Z(t; x; a), labeledby a 2 [0; 1℄, where Z is a smooth funtion suh that :0 � Z(t; x; a) � 1; Z(t; x; 0) = 0; Z(t; x; 1) = 1; (13)3



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES�aZ(t; x; a) > 0; (14)�tZ(t; x; a) + u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)):rxZ(t; x; a) = w(t; x; Z(t; x; a)): (15)If Z(0; x; a) is given and ompatible with (13), (14), it is always possible toget a Lagrangian foliation on a short interval of time if (u;w) is smooth.(For larger times, it is in general no longer possible to maintain Z smooth.)Then, simple algebrai manipulations translate HHE's into�t+rx:(v) = 0; (16)�tv + (v:rx)v +rxp = 0; (17)Z 10 (t; x; a)da = 1; (18)where the new unknowns (; v) are de�ned by :(t; x; a) = �aZ(t; x; a) > 0; (19)v(t; x; a) = u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) (20)and p is unhanged. This new system of \semi-Lagrangian equations" (SLE),(16), (17) and (18), whih involves di�erential operators only in the hori-zontal variables x, is equivalent to the original HHE's (6), (7), as long asthere is no folding of the Lagrangian sheets generated by the ow from thesurfae z = Z(0; x; a) at time 0. Then, we show the variational nature ofthe solutions of the SLE's, when the veloity �eld v is url-free, and showthat their lifespan is �nite for a large set of initial onditions.Next, we address the initial-value problem for the HHE's in one horizontalspae variable. Then, ! = �zu is solution to the transport equation�t! + �x(u!) + �z(w!) = 0: (21)For lass C solutions, the level lines of �zu must be smooth graphs, beauseof (10). By (21), they are also transported by the veloity �eld (u;w). Itis therefore natural to use the semi-Lagrangian formulation assoiated withthem. In other words, we write :�zu(t; x; z) = k + Z 10 H(z � Z(t; x; a))da; (22)4



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESwhere H is the Heaviside funtion and Z satis�es (13), (14), (15). The stritonvexity of the veloity pro�les is diretly linked to the strit ordering ofthe urves z = Z(t; x; a) with respet to a. Indeed�zzu(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) = 1�aZ(t; x; a) : (23)So, for this speial hoie of foliation, a lass C solution to the HHE's annotbe global unless the orresponding semi-Lagrangian solution (; v) is alsoglobal.Next, we get for Z a self-onsistent system of �rst-order onservation laws�tZ + �x(	(Z)) = 0; (24)where the ux 	 is the non-linear operator de�ned by	(Z)(a) = k2Z(a)(1� Z(a)) (25)+12 Z 10 [(Z(a) � Z(b))2H(a� b)� Z(a)(1� Z(b))2℄db:This system turns out to be symmetri and we obtain, through standardenergy estimates and maximum priniples, the di�erential inequalityddtN � CN3(1 +N); (26)where C is a purely numerial onstant andN(t) = max(j�aZ(t; :)j1; j�xxaZ(t; :)j2; j�xxxZ(t; :)j2); (27)where j:jp denotes the Lp norm, with respet to x 2 R=Z, a 2 [0; 1℄. This isenough to establish that the initial-value problem is loally solvable in lassC.Finally, we dedue from the lifespan estimate obtained for the SLE's thatlass C solutions annot be global, exept for a set of initial onditionsZ(0; x; a) whih is losed with empty interior in the lass�aZ(0; x; a) > 0; Z(0; x; 0) = 0; Z(0; x; 1) = 1; (28)equipped with the C1 topology. 5



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES3 A semi-Lagrangian formulation of the homoge-neous hydrostati equations.In this setion, we obtain the semi-Lagrangian formulation (16), (17), (18)of the HHE's. Let (u;w; p) be a solution of the HHE's. We assume (u;w; p)to be smooth, 1-periodi in x1 and x2. For eah a 2 [0; 1℄, we solve thenon-linear �rst order equation (15), where initial onditions Z(0; x; a) aresupposed to be smooth and satisfy (28). (A typial, but not neessary, hoieis Z(0; x; a) = a.) Observe that, in equation (15), a is just a parameter. Thisproblem has, at least for a short interval of time [0; T ℄, a smooth solutionZ(t; x; a). From the maximum priniple, we dedue (13) (beause of the slipboundary ondition w(t; x; 0) = w(t; x; 1) = 0) and (14). (Indeed, for a > a0,Z(0; x; a) > Z(0; x; a0) and the ordering Z(t; x; a) > Z(t; x; a0) is preservedas t grows.) We de�ne (t; x; a) by (19) and get(t; x; a) > 0; Z 10 (t; x; a)da = 1: (29)Then, v(t; x; a) is de�ned by (20) and we prove :Proposition 3.1 Let (u;w; p) be a smooth solution of the HHE's (6), (7).We assume (u;w; p) to be 1-periodi in x1 and x2. Then, at least for a shortinterval of time, the �elds (Z; v)(t; x; a) de�ned by (15) and (20), are smoothand ( = �aZ; v) are solutions to (16), (17), (18).Proof.We have already de�ned Z and v. Let us introdue the Lagrangian oordi-nate X orresponding to v and de�ned by�tX(t; x; a) = v(t;X(t; x; a); a); X(0; x; a) = x: (30)Di�erentiating (15) with respet to a yields :�t(t; x; a) + �zu(t; x; Z)(t; x; a):rxZ + u(t; x; Z):rx = �zw(t; x; Z);where Z stands for Z(t; x; a), for notational simpliity. So, we get :�t(t; x; a) +rx:(u(t; x; Z)) � (rx:u)(t; x; Z) = �zw(t; x; Z);whih leads to (16) by using de�nition (20) and the fat that (u;w) isdivergene-free. Now, let us ompute�ttX(t; x; a) = (�tv + v:rxv)(t;X(t; x; a))6



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESand show that�ttX(t; x; a) = (�tu+ u:rxu+ w�zu)(t;X(t; x; a); Z(t;X(t; x; a); a)): (31)By de�nition (20), �ttX(t; x; a) = �t[u(t;X;Z(t;X; a))℄(where X stands for X(t; x; a))= (�tu)(t;X;Z(t;X; a)) + (u:rxu)(t;X;Z)+(�zu)(t;X;Z(t;X; a))�t [(Z(t;X; a)℄:Sine (15) implies �t[Z(t;X; a)℄ = w(t;X;Z(t;X; a));the proof of (31) is now omplete. From (31), we diretly obtain (17) from(6). This onludes the proof of Proposition 3.1.Let us point out that the orrespondene between the hydrostati and thesemi-Lagrangian equations is only loal in time. Indeed, generally after a�nite time, equation (15) will generate shoks, namely disontinuous gradi-ents in x for Z(t; x; a). This orresponds to the folding of the Lagrangiansheets z = Z(t; x; a), whih does not rule out the ontinuation of a smoothsolution to the HHE's. Anyway, it should be emphasized that the mappingbetween (u;w) and (; w) is one-to-one only modulo the hoie of Z(0; x; a),subjet to (28). There is a de�nite arbitrariness in this hoie, whih willbe used subsequently.4 A lifespan estimate for the semi-Lagrangian equa-tions.In this setion, we show that the SLE's have a variational nature (related to[3℄ and [4℄) and we onsider smooth solutions (; v; p) with url-free veloity�elds : (�ivj � �jvi)(t; x; a) = 0; i; j = 1; :::; d: (32)Of ourse, (32) is always satis�ed when d = 1.7



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESTheorem 4.1 .Let ((; v)(t; x; a); p(t; x)) be a smooth solution, Zd periodi in x, of thesemi-Lagrangian equations (16), (17), (18), satisfying (32), for 0 � t � T .Then, for eah a 2 [0; 1℄, the mean veloity and the mean onentration aretime independent :Z v(t; x; a)dx = Z v(0; x; a)dx = V (a); (33)Z (t; x; a)dxda = Z (0; x; a)dxda =M(a) (34)and j jjvjj � jjV jj j � 2DT + 4(2DjjvjjT )1=2; (35)where D2 = d=12, jjvjj2 = Z jv(t; x; a)j2(t; x; a)dxda (36)is time independent andjjV jj2 = Z V (a)2M(a)da = Z j Z v(t; x0; a)dx0j2(t; x; a)dxda: (37)In partiular, the solution annot be global unless the initial data satisfyjjvjj = jjV jj: (38)Notie that, in the partiular ase (0; x; a) = M(a), ondition (38)implies v(0; x; a) = V (a), by Cauhy-Shwarz' inequality. The proof of The-orem 4.1 is based on the following least ation priniple :Proposition 4.2 Let us all admissible solution any smooth pair(t; x; a) 2 [0; T ℄ � Rd � [0; 1℄! (0(t; x; a) > 0; v0(t; x; a) 2 Rd);Zd periodi in x, satisfying (16), (18), suh that 0 =  at times t = 0 andt = T . ThenZ jv(t; x; a)�V (a)j2(t; x; a)dxdadt � Z jv0(t; x; a)�V (a)j20(t; x; a)dxdadt:(39)8



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESNotie that (; v) is a global minimizer of the ation among all admissi-ble solutions. This is a very peuliar situation, sine most of the so-alledleast ation priniples in lassial Mehanis and Physis involve either loalminima or saddle points. From the variational priniple, we �rst get the fol-lowing estimate for v.Proposition 4.3 .For eah smooth funtion �(t) ompatly supported in 0 < t < T , andeah vetor h 2 Rd ,Z jv(t; x+ h�(t); a)� v(t; x; a)j2(t; x; a)dxdadt � 4jhj2 Z � 0(t)2dt: (40)It is remarkable that this estimate does not depend at all on the initialonditions ! Then, we onstrut a suitable admissible solution and prove :Proposition 4.4 .There is an admissible solution (0; v0) suh thatZ v0(t; x; a)0(t; x; a)dxdt = Z v(t; x; a)(t; x; a)dxdt; (41)for all a 2 [0; 1℄ andZ jv0(t; x; a)j20(t; x; a)dxdadt � (2D + T jjVT jj)2=T; (42)where D2 = d=12, jjVT jj2 = Z jVT (a)j2M(a)da; (43)VT (a) = 1M(a)T Z v(t; x; a)(t; x; a)dxdt: (44)Before proving these two last propositions, let us �rst establish the leastation priniple of Proposition 4.2 and dedue Theorem 4.1 from them.4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1.We �rst observe that (34) andZ jv(t; x; a)j2(t; x; a)dxda = Z jv(0; x; a)j2(0; x; a)dxda (45)9



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESdiretly follow from the semi-Lagrangian equations and the the x periodiityof v,  and p. Next, using assumption (32), we an rewrite equation (17) as�tv +rx(12 jvj2 + p) = 0 (46)and (33) follows from the spatial periodiity of (v; p). Beause of the url-free ondition (32), there is a smooth potential �(t; x; a), periodi in x, suhthat v(t; x; a) = V (a) +rx�(t; x; a); (47)and (46) an be integrated in x, whih leads to :�t�+ 12 jvj2 + p = 0; (48)after adding a suitable funtion of (t; a) to �, whih does not a�et (47).Sine (0;m0) is an admissible solution, we have :Z ((� 0)�t�+ (v � 0v0):rx�)dxdadt = 0;whih, ombined with (48), leads to :Z (�(� 0)12 jvj2 + (v � 0v0):(v � V ))dxdadt = 0: (49)(Notie that there is no term involving p beause R ( � 0)(t; x; a)da = 0,sine (0; v0) is admissible.) ThusZ (jv � V j2 + jv � v0j2 � 0jv0 � V j2)dxdadt = 0;whih onludes, by de�nition (39), the proof of Proposition 4.2.Let us now dedue the lifespan estimate (35) from Propositions 4.3 and4.4. We have jjvjj2T = Z jv(t; x; a)j2(t; x; a)dxdadt(by de�nition (36))= Z jv(t; x; a) � V (a)j2(t; x; a)dxdadt+ Z (2v(t; x; a):V (a) + jV (a)j2)(t; x; a)dxdadt10



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES= Z jv(t; x; a) � V (a)j2(t; x; a)dxdadt+ Z (2v0(t; x; a):V (a) + jV (a)j2)0(t; x; a)dxdadt(sine (0; v0) is admissible and satis�es (41))� Z jv0(t; x; a)� V (a)j20(t; x; a)dxdadt+ Z (2v0(t; x; a):V (a) + jV (a)j2)0(t; x; a)dxdadt(by Proposition 4.2)= Z jv0(t; x; a)j20(t; x; a)dxdx0dadt� (2D + T jjVT jj)2=T(by Proposition 4.4). Thus, we have already obtainedjjvjj � 2DT + jjVT jj: (50)Next, we observeTM(a)(VT (a)� V (a)) = Z (v(t; x; a) � v(t; x0; a))(t; x; a)dxdx0dt(by de�nitions (33) and (44)). ThusjjVT � V jj2 = Z jVT (a)� V (a)j2M(a)da= Z jT�1 Z (v(t; x; a) � v(t; x0; a))(t; x; a)dxdx0dtj2M(a)�1da� T�1 Z jv(t; x; a) � v(t; x0; a)j2(t; x; a)dxdx0dadt(by Cauhy-Shwarz' inequality and (34))� T�1(8� jjvjj2 + Z T��� dtjv(t; x; a) � v(t; x0; a)j2(t; x; a)dxdx0da);for all 0 < � < T=2. Aording to Proposition 4.3), the right-hand side anbe bounded by � T�1(8� jjvjj2 + 32D2� )11



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES(by hoosing �(t) = 1 for � � tT � � , with minimal total variation). Afteroptimizing in � , we have obtainedjjVT � V jj2 � 32DT�1jjvjj;if jjvjjT � 2D. This, ombined with (50), leads tojjjvjj � jjV jjj � 2DT�1 + 4T�1=2(2Djjvjj)1=2;in all ases, whih ompletes the proof of Theorem 4.1.4.2 Proof of Proposition 4.4.In this subsetion, we use the Lagrangian oordinates de�ned byX(t; x; a) = x+ Z t0 v(s;X(s; x; a); a)ds; 0 � t � Tand set h(x; a) = X(T; x; a):Beause of (16), we have, for all periodi funtion f ,Z f(x)(t; x; a)dx = Z f(X(t; x; a))(0; x; a)dxwhih implies, aording to de�nition (44),VT (a) = 1M(a)T Z (h(x; a) � x)(0; x; a)dx: (51)Indeed : Z (h(x; a) � x)(0; x; a)dx = Z (X(T; x; a) � x)(0; x; a)dx= Z (Z T0 v(t;X(t; x; a); a)dt)(0; x; a)dx = Z v(t; x; a)(t; x; a)dxdt:Let us now start the onstrution of an admissible solution. For eah (x; a),y 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄d and 0 < r < 1=2, we introdue the pieewise linear traje-tory t! �(t; x; a; y), linking x at time 0 and h(x; a) at time T and passingthrough x+y at time t = rT and h(x; a)+y at time (1�r)T . More preisely,�(t; x; a; y) = x+ tyrT12



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESfor 0 � t � rT , �(t; x; a; y) = x+ y + (h(x; a) � x) t� rT(1� 2r)Tfor rT � t � (1� r)T and�(t; x; a; y) = h(x; a) � (t� T )yrTfor (1� r)T � t � T . Then, we set, for every 1-periodi ontinuous funtionf on Rd , Z f(x)0(t; x; a)dx = Z f(�(t; x; a; y))(0; x; a)dxdy;where the integrals are performed with x 2 [0; 1℄d and y 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄d ,Z f(x)(0v0)(t; x; a)dx = Z �t�(t; x; a; y)f(�(t; x; a; y))(0; x; a)dxdy;whih de�ne 0(t; x; a) > 0 and v0(t; x; a) 2 Rd as smooth funtions, bothZd-periodi in x. Notie that, by taking f = 1 in the de�nition of 0v0 andintegrating in t 2 [0; T ℄, we immediately getZ (0v0)(t; x; a)dxdt = Z �t�(t; x; a; y)(0; x; a)dxdydt= Z (h(x; a) � x)(0; x; a)dx = TM(a)VT (a);by (51), whih already proves (41). For 0 � t � rT , we get, more expliitly,0(t; x; a) = Z (0; x � ytrT ; a)dy (52)0(t; x; a)v0(t; x; a) = Z yrT (0; x � ytrT ; a)dy (53)and Z jv0(t; x; a)j20(t; x; a)dxda � (rT )�2D2; (54)where D2 = R jyj2dy = d=12. For (1 � r)T � t � T , we get analogousformulae for 0 and v0, and (54) is still valid. For rT � t � (1�r)T , we have0(t; x; a) = Z (0; x0; a)dx0 =M(a) (55)13



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESv0(t; x; a) =M(a)�1 Z (0; x0; a)h(x0; a)� x(1� 2r)T dx0 = VT (a)1� 2r ; (56)by de�nition (51), andZ jv0(t; x; a)j20(t; x; a)dxda = ((1� 2r)T )�2 Z jVT (a)j2M(a)da: (57)Let us hek that (0; v0) is an admissible solution. Indeed, (16) and  = 0for t = 0 and t = T are automatially enfored by our de�nition, and (18)an be easily heked by showingZ f(x)0(t; x; a)dxda = Z f(x)dx;for eah ontinuous Zd periodi funtion f and eah t 2 [0; 1℄. (Indeed, if weall I(t) this integral, we get for 0 � t � rTI(t) = Z f(x+ ytrT )dxdy= Z f(x0)dx0dy-after the hange of variable x0 = x+ ytrT for eah �xed y, using that f is Zdperiodi- = Z f(x)dx;and a similar result for (1� r)T � t � T . If rT � t � (1� r)T , thenI(t) = Z f(y + (t=T � r)h(x; a)� x1� 2r )dxdy= Z f(y0)dxdy0-after the hange of variabley0 = y + (t=T � r)h(x; a)� x1� 2rfor eah �xed x-, whih ompletes the proof of (18).) Finally, beause of(54), (57), we getZ jv0(t; x; a)j20(t; x; a)dxda � 2D2rT + 1(1� 2r)T Z jVT (a)j2M(a)da;whih leads to (42), after optimizing in r this inequality. Thus, the proof ofProposition 4.4 is now omplete. 14



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESProof of Proposition 4.3.Given h 2 Rd and �, we set, for every Zd periodi ontinuous funtion f onRd , Z f(x)0(t; x; a)dx = Z f(x+ �(t)h)(t; x; a)dx;Z f(x)(0v0)(t; x; a)dx = Z (� 0(t)h+ v(t; x; a))f(x + �(t)h)(t; x; a)dx:This makes (0; v0) an admissible solution. Thus, we an use (49) and getZ (�jvj2 + jvhj2 + 2v:(v � V )� 2(v + � 0(t)h):(vh � V ))dxdadt = 0;where we denote v(t; x+ �(t)h; a) by vh(t; x; a). ThusZ ((jv � vhj2)+ 2� 0(t)h:(v � vh))dxdadt = 0:(after notiing that Z (v � V )dxdais time independent beause of (17) multiplied by  and integrated in a).So, by Cauhy-Shwarz' inequalityZ jv � vhj2dxdadt � 4jhj2 Z j� 0(t)j2dxdadt= 4jhj2 Z j� 0(t)j2dt;whih onludes the proof of Proposition 4.3.5 Loal existene of lass C solutions.5.1 Redution to a system of symmetri onservation laws.From now on, we onsider the HHE's with only one horizontal spae variable(1), (2). with period 1, x 2 R=Z, and we denoterx = �x. Let us �rst observethat we an assume (9). Indeed, from (2), integrated in z 2 [0; 1℄, and theslip boundary ondition w(t; x; z) = 0 for z = 0 and z = 1, we �rst dedue :�x Z 10 u(t; x; z)dz = 0:15



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESThen, �t Z 10 u(t; x; z)dz = ��x(p(t; x) + Z 10 u2(t; x; z)dz)(by integrating (1) in z and using (2)). Sine p and u are 1-periodi in x,after integrating in x 2 [0; 1℄, we onlude that R 10 u(t; x; z)dz is a onstant.So, by Galilean invariane, we an assume (9). Now, we observe thatZ 10 w(t; x; z)dx = 0: (58)Indeed, this is true for z = 0, beause of the slip boundary onditions, and�z Z 10 w(t; x; z)dx = � Z 10 �xu(t; x; z)dx = 0;beause of (2) and by periodiity of u in x. Sine the veloity �eld (u;w) isa two-dimensional divergene-free vetor �eld, and beause of (9), (58), wean now introdue a stream-funtion  , 1-periodi in x, suh thatu(t; x; z) = �z (t; x; z) w(t; x; z) = ��x (t; x; z); (59) (t; x; 0) =  (t; x; 1) = 0: (60)Thus, the z derivative of u(t; x; z), denoted by !(t; x; z), entirely determines , sine �zz = !: (61)By di�erentiating (1) with respet to z, we get (21). Thus, we have obtaineda ompletely equivalent formulation of the HHE's with (59), (60), (61) and(21). This, of ourse, very similar to the well-known \!� " formulation ofthe 2D Euler equations.Proposition 5.1 Let (u;w; p) be a smooth, 1-periodi in x, lass C solutionof the HHE's (whih means (1), (2), (9), (10), (11)). Then (22) holds true,where Z(t; x; a) satis�es (13), (14) and is a smooth solution of the (in�nite-dimensional) system of onservation laws (24) with ux (25). In addition = �aZ satis�es �t+ �x(v) = 0; (62)with v(t; x; a) = k2 (1� 2Z(t; x; a))+12 Z 10 [2(Z(t; x; a) � Z(t; x; b))H(a � b)� (1� Z(t; x; b))2℄db: (63)16



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESProofWe use the semi-Lagrangian variables (Z; v) de�ned by (15) and (20). Theydepend on the hoie of Z(0; x; a) whih will be made later on. Notie �rstthat (15) an be written in onservation form :�tZ(t; x; a) + �x( (t; x; Z(t; x; a))) = 0; (64)beause of (59). From (21), we get :(�t + v(t; x; a)�x)(!(t; x; Z(t; x; a))) = 0: (65)Let us now hoose z = Z(0; x; a) as the level set f�zu(0; x; z) = k + ag foreah 0 � a � 1, whih is ompatible with (28), for initial data in lass C.Then, we get !(0; x; Z(0; x; a)) = k + a;whih leads to !(t; x; Z(t; x; a))) = k + a; (66)beause of (65). Thus, (22) is preserved. Beause of (60), (61), the stream-funtion  is now given by (t; x; z) = k2 z(1� z) (67)+12 Z 10 [((z � Z(t; x; b))+)2 � z(1� Z(t; x; b))2℄dband we an rewrite (64) as (24), with (25). Di�erentiating (24) with respetto a leads to (62), (63). This onludes the proof of Proposition 5.1.5.2 A priori estimates.In this subsetion, we get a priori estimates for the solutions of (24). We �rstobserve that the ux operator (25) is (formally) symmetri (with respet tothe L2([0; 1℄) inner produt, in the a variable). Indeed, one an hek that	 is the (formal) gradient of�(Z) = 112 Z 10 Z 10 [(3Z(a)2 � 2Z(a)3)k (68)+2(Z(a)� Z(b))3H(a� b) + (Z(a) + Z(b))3 � 3Z(a)2Z(b)2 � 6Z(b)2℄dbda:17



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESSo, formally, (24),(25) is an in�nite-dimensional symmetri system of �rstorder onservation laws, with values in L2([0; 1℄). Unfortunately, Kato's lo-al existene and uniqueness result [7℄ annot be applied beause 	 is nota nie operator in L2([0; 1℄) (even if we introdue a ut-o� to remove thequadrati non-linearity). Notie, however, that if a beomes a disrete vari-able (ranging from a = 1 to M) and da beomes the (normalized) ountingmeasure, then (24), (25) beomes a standard M �M symmetri system ofonservation laws, for whih the existene of loal smooth solutions (in theSobolev spae H2(R=Z)) is a diret appliation of Kato's theorem. This re-mark will be used later to omplete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by a standardapproximation argument with M ! 1. However, in the disrete ase, theexistene time may depend on M and we need a priori estimates to ontrolit. This is possible beause, already at the ontinuous level, we an obtaina priori energy estimates. In order to ontrol the a dependene of Z(t; x; a),we use the fat that (t; x; a) = �aZ(t; x; a) is solution to�t + �x(v) = 0; (69)where v(t; x; a) = u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) = k2 (1� 2Z(t; x; a)) (70)+ Z 10 [(Z(t; x; a) � Z(t; x; b))H(a� b)� 12(1� Z(t; x; b))2℄db:(This an be obtained as in the previous setions or diretly from (24) and(25) after di�erentiating in a.) Let us now perform a priori energy estimateson both (24), (25) and (69), (70). We denote by j:jp the norm in Lp([0; 1℄), weuse subsripts for the partial derivatives and denote by C purely numerialonstants.Proposition 5.2 Let Z be a smooth solution of (24), (25), and  suh thatZ(t; x; a) = Z a0 (t; x; b)db:Let N(t) = max(j(t)j1; jxx(t)j2; jZxxx(t)j2):Then ddt ln jj1 � CN(1 +N); (71)ddt ln jxxj2 � CN2(1 +N); (72)18



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESddt ln jvxxxj2 � CN2(1 +N): (73)To prove Proposition 5.2, we use the following lemmas :Lemma 5.3 Let (x; a) and Z(x; a) = R a0 (t; x; b)db, smooth enough and1-periodi in x. Then we have the following estimates :jZj1 � jj1 � N; (74)(where N is de�ned by (27)),jZxxj2 � jZxxxj2 � N; (75)jZxj1 � jxxj2 � N; (76)jZxxj24 � jZxxxj2jxxj2 � N2: (77)Lemma 5.4 Let v(t; x; a) be de�ned by (70). Then we have the followingestimates : jvxj1 � C(1 + jj1)jxxj2 � CN(1 +N); (78)jvxxxj2 � CjZxxxj2(1 + jj1 + jxxj2) � CN(1 +N); (79)jxvxxj22 � Cjxxj42(1 + jj1)2 � CN4(1 +N2): (80)Proof of Lemma 5.3.The two �rst estimates are obvious. The third one follows from :Zx(t; x; a) = Z a0 x(t; x; b)db = Z a0 (Z xy xx(t; ~x; b)d~x)db(for some y = y(t; x; b) 2 [0; 1℄ hosen suh that x(t; y; b) = 0; whih is pos-sible beause R 10 x(t; y; b)dy = 0 follows from the assumption that (t; x; a)is 1-periodi in x), the last one is obtained in a similar way :Z Zxx(t; x; a)4dxda = Z (Z xy Zxxx(t; ~x; a)d~x)2(Z a0 xx(t; x; b)db)2dadx� Z Zxxx(t; ~x; a)2xx(t; x; b)2d~xdbdxda= jZxxxj22jxxj22;whih ompletes the proof of Lemma 5.3.19



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESProof of Lemma 5.4.We have vx(t; x; a) = �kZx(t; x; a)+ Z (H(a� b)(Zx(t; x; a) � Zx(t; x; b)) + (1� Z(t; x; b))Zx(t; x; b))db:Thus, (78) follows from (76) and (74). Next,vxx(t; x; a) = �kZxx(a)+ Z (H(a� b)(Zxx(a)� Zxx(b)) + (1� Z(b))Zxx(b)� Zx(b)2)db;(where we denote Z(t; x; a) by Z(a) for simpliity)vxxx(t; x; a) = �kZxxx(a) + Z (H(a� b)(Zxxx(a)� Zxxx(b))+(1� Z(b))Zxxx(b)� 3Zx(b)Zxx(b))dbimplies (79) beause of (76), (74), (75), and :Z x(t; x; a)2vxx(t; x; a)2dxda� C Z (Z xy xx(t; ~x; a)d~x)2((1 + jZj1) Z jxx(t; x; b)jdb+jZxj21)2dxda� C Z xx(t; ~x; a)2((1 + jj1)2xx(t; x; b)2 + jxxj42)d~xdxdadb� Cjxxj42(1 + jj1)2;whih ompletes the proof of Lemma 5.4.Let us now prove Proposition 5.2. From (69), we immediately getddt ln jj1 � jvxj1and (71) follows from (78). From (69) again, di�erentiated twie in x, mul-tiplied by xx and integrated by part, we get12 ddt jxxj22 = � Z [522xxvx + 3xxxvxx + xxvxxx℄dxda20



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES� C(jxxj22jvxj1 + jxxj2jxvxxj2 + jj1jxxj2jvxxxj2)� CN3(1 +N);beause of Lemma 5.4, whih gives (72). Now, let us get an energy estimatefor Zxxx. It is only now that we are going to use the symmetry of (24). Afterdi�erentiating (24) three times in x, multiplying by Zxxx and integrating bypart, we get :� ddt Z Z2xxx(t; x; a)dxda = k2 Z [Z(a)(1� Z(a))℄xxxxZxxx(a)dadx (81)+ Z [(Z(a)� Z(b))2xxxxH(a� b)� (Z(a)(1 � Z(b))2)xxxx℄Zxxx(a)dbdadx= I + J , where I denotes the sum of the terms involving four spae deriva-tives. First, we easily bound J by CN3(1 +N) (using Lemma 5.3, (77) inpartiular). Next, we have I = I0 + I1 + I2 + I3, withI0 = k Z Zxxxx(a)(1 � 2Z(a))Zxxx(a)dadx;I1 = Z (Zxxxx(a)� Zxxxx(b))(Z(a) � Z(b))H(a� b)Zxxx(a)dbdadx;I2 = � Z Zxxxx(b)(1 � Z(b))Z(a)Zxxx(a)dbdadx:I3 = �12 Z Zxxxx(a)(1 � Z(b))2Zxxx(a)dbdadx:We easily deals with I0 and I3 whih an be integrated by part and thenbounded by CN3(1 +N). Let us split I1 = I11 + I12, withI11 = � Z Zxxxx(b)(Z(a)� Z(b))H(a� b)Zxxx(a)dbdadx:I12 = Z Zxxxx(a)(Z(a) � Z(b))H(a� b)Zxxx(a)dbdadx;We �rst get I12 = � Z 12(Z(a)� Z(b))xZxxx(a)2dbdadx;whih an be bounded by CN3. Then,I11 = Z Zxxx(b)(Z(a) � Z(b))xH(a� b)Zxxx(a)dbdadx21



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILES+ Z Zxxx(b)(Z(a)� Z(b))xH(a� b)Zxxxx(a)dbdadx(by integration by part). By symmetry a=b, the seond term is equal toZ Zxxx(a)(Z(b) � Z(a))x(1�H(a� b))Zxxxx(b)dbdadxthat is : �I11 + Z Zxxx(a)(Z(b) � Z(a))xZxxxx(b)dbdadx:We dedue I11 = I111 + I112;where I111 = 12 Z Zxxx(a)(Z(b)� Z(a))xZxxxx(b)dbdadx;I112 = 12 Z Zxxx(b)(Z(a)� Z(b))xH(a� b)Zxxx(a)dbdadx:The seond term is bounded by CN3. Let us now onsider I2 = I21 + I22,where I21 = Z Zxxxx(b)Z(a)Zxxx(a)dbdadx:I22 = Z Zxxxx(b)(�Z(b))Z(a)Zxxx(a)dbdadx:The �rst term exatly balanes I111. IndeedZ Zxxxx(b)Z(a)Zxxx(a)dbdadx = � Z Zxxx(b)Z(a)Zxxxx(a)dbdadx= � Z Zxxx(a)Z(b)Zxxxx(b)dbdadx:= 12 Z Zxxxx(b)(Z(a)� Z(b))Zxxx(a)dbdadx = �I11:Next, by integration by part,I22 = Z Zxxx(b)[Zx(b)Z(a) + Z(b)Zx(a)℄Zxxx(a)dbdadxZ Zxxx(b)Z(b)Z(a)Zxxxx(a)dbdadx:Thus, by symmetry,I22 = Z Zxxx(b)Zx(b)Z(a)Zxxx(a)dbdadx;22



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESwhih is bounded by CN4. So, we have now jIj bounded by CN3 meanwhilejJ j is bounded by CN3(1 + N), whih onludes the proof of Proposition5.2.We an now omplete the proof of the existene part of Theorem 1.1 ina standard fashion by passing to the limit in the disrete system obtainedfrom (22), when a is a disrete variable, ranging from a = 1 to a = M andthe (normalized) ounting measure is used instead of the Lebesgue measureda. This situation is analogous to the so-alled vortex pathes for the 2DEuler equations [5℄. The disrete system is a �nite-dimensional system ofsymmetri onservation laws, for whih the existene of loal smooth solu-tions (Z(t; x; a); a = 1; :::;M) is straightforward. Then, energy estimatesan be obtained in the same way as for Proposition 5.2, after notiing thatthe disrete analogous of Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 hold true with onstants thatdo not depend on M . It follows that the existene time is uniform in M ,provided that the disrete analogous of norm (27) is bounded at time t = 0,uniformly in M . Then, standard ompatness arguments an be used topass to the limit M ! +1 and get loal existene of smooth solutions forthe ontinuous problem.6 Generi lass C solutions annot be global.In this setion, we prove that lass C solutions annot be global time formost initial onditions. Let us reall that there is a one-to-one orrespon-dene between initial onditions in lass C and smooth funtions Z(0; x; a)satisfying (28), through :�zu(0; x; z) = k + Z 10 H(z � Z(0; x; a))da: (82)Theorem 6.1 Let us onsider initial onditions Z(0; x; a) in lass (28)equipped with the C1 topology. Then the subset for whih there is no globallass C solutions to the HHE's ontains a dense open set.Proof.Let us onsider a global lass C solution of the HHE's with initial ondi-tion Z(x; a). This de�nes a global solution (; v) of the semi-Lagrangianequations through de�nitions (19) and (63). Aording to Theorem 4.1, thisimplies that the initial values ((0; x; a); v(0; x; a)) satisfy ondition (38).23



BRENIER : CONVEX VELOCITY PROFILESThis exatly means F (Z) = 0, whereF (Z) = Z v(x; a)2(x; a)dxda � Z (Z v(x0; a)2dx0)(x; a)dxda; (83)with (x; a) = �aZ(x; a); (84)v(x; a) = k2 + (a� k)Z(x; a)� Z a0 Z(x; b)db� Z 10 (1� Z(x; b))2db: (85)Therefore the set of initial onditions Z(x; a) for whih the solution of theHHE's is global is ontained in the zero level set N of F . It is now enoughto show that N is a losed set with empty interior. We see that F (Z) is asmooth funtion of Z with respet to the C1 topology and therefore N islosed. Let us now onsider Z in the interior of N and get a ontradition.The seond order di�erential F 00(Z) must vanish. After straightforwardalulations, we �nd that :F 00(Z)(z; z) = Z ((x; a)�(x; a)2 + 2(�v)(x; a))dxda (86)� Z (< (a) >< �(a) >2 +2 < �v(a) >< (a) >)da;where integrals with respet to x are denoted by brakets < : >, and(x; a) = �az(x; a); (87)�(x; a) = (a� k)z(x; a) � Z a0 z(x; b)db + 2 Z 10 (1� Z(x; b))z(x; b)db: (88)Thus F 00(Z)(z; z) must vanish for all smooth variations z(x; a) vanishing ata = 0, a = 1, and 1 periodi in x. By taking high frequeny variations zn ofthe form zn(x; a) = �(x) (a) sin(n�x) sin(n�a); (89)where � and  are smooth test funtions, and n a large even integer, we�nd, in the limit n ! +1, after simple alulations (involving integrationby parts and straightforward limits of osillatory integrals)limF 00(Z)(zn; zn) = 14 Z �(x)2 (a)2v(x; a)dxda: (90)This annot be identially equal to zero unless v(x; a) = 0, whih is impos-sible in lass C. Therefore the interior of N is empty, whih onludes theproof of Theorem 6.1. 24
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